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ABOUT ME
As a versatile Software Engineer with a comprehensive and
diverse skill set, I bring a wealth of expertise to the table. One of
my standout skills is my proficiency in software testing,
encompassing both manual and automated testing
methodologies. This allows me to ensure the quality, functionality,
and reliability of software products. Leveraging tools like Postman
API, I conduct thorough API testing and validation, and my
proficiency extends to crafting and executing SQL queries for
efficient database interaction.

Beyond my specialization in testing and quality assurance, I have
cultivated a robust foundation in various programming languages
and development platforms. My proficiency spans a wide array of
languages such as C#, HTML, CSS, JavaScript, VB, SQL, Python, and
C++, and I am adept at working with development environments
including Visual Studio, CodeBlocks, and Visual Studio Code.

Furthermore, I excel in collaboration and project management,
seamlessly navigating projects on platforms like GitHub. This
proficiency ensures streamlined code management and facilitates
effective team collaboration throughout the development
process.

Throughout my academic and professional journey, I have
consistently demonstrated a knack for creatively solving intricate
problems. I thrive on tackling challenging projects and crafting
innovative solutions through collaborative efforts. My unwavering
passion for technology fuels my constant desire to learn and
evolve as a developer. This drive propels me to actively seek
opportunities that foster the growth of my skill set.

SAMI ATANAH-LI
SOFTWARE ENGINEER

EDUCATION
ELECTRICAL AND ELECTROMECHANICAL
ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY

SOFTWARE ENGINEERING

Queen Noor civil aviation  
 technical college

2017/2019

2021/2023

Al Isra University

samiramez

sami Atanah-Li

Captin

https://samiramez.github.io/

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Jrn5SFZNQfyvmOuQotp5g-iHKZVF0IpA/view?usp=sharing
https://github.com/samiramez
https://www.linkedin.com/in/sami-atanah-li-96477a154/
https://codeforces.com/profile/Captin


EXPERIENCE
PROGRAMMER

FIELD TRAINING

Desktop Snake Game:
Developed a classic Snake game using C#.
Implemented game mechanics, user controls, and score tracking.

Desktop POS (Point of Sale):
Designed and developed a desktop POS system for small businesses.
Integrated inventory management, sales tracking, and reporting features.
Gained experience in user experience (UX) design, database integration, and
business logic implementation.

Desktop Paintbrush:
Created a desktop paint application with drawing tools and color options.
Showcased skills in graphical user interface (GUI) design, event handling, and
user interaction.

Tic-Tac-Toe Android Game in Java:
Built an interactive Tic-Tac-Toe game for Android devices using Java.
Showcase skills in graphical user interface (GUI) design, event handling, and
user interaction.

Google Clone and Morse Code:
Developed a search engine (Google Clone) to practice web scraping and
indexing.
Created a Morse code translator application for text-to-Morse and Morse-to-
text conversion.
Showcased web development, data manipulation, and algorithmic skills.

E-commerce Website:
Built a fully functional e-commerce website.
Implemented user authentication, product catalog, shopping cart, and
checkout functionality.
Demonstrated proficiency in web development, database integration, and e-
commerce concepts.

Personal Website:
Designed and developed a personal website to showcase projects and skills.
Demonstrated web design, front-end development, and personal branding.
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Testing and Test-Driven Development (TDD): Learn how to write effective
unit, integration, and end-to-end tests. Explore TDD methodologies to
write tests before writing code, ensuring better code quality and
maintainability.

Advanced .NET Core Features: Dig deeper into the capabilities of .NET
Core, such as advanced dependency injection, middleware
customization, working with asynchronous programming patterns, and
optimizing performance.

10/2021- Present

04/2023-06/2023 
solo advertising agency

FIELD TRAINING

Coordinated and conducted various training, such as firearms, report
writing, and physical fitness. 

Completed all missions without incident and acted as team leader on
international missions. 

01/2019-03/2019
Halawani - industrial company

PARTICIPATED
FULL STACK DEVELOPMENT TRACK 07/2022-08/2022 
Udacity

LANGUAGE

ENG ARB

TURK

SAMI ATANAH-LI
SOFTWARE ENGINEER

COMPLETE SQL COURSE 08/2023-08/20223
QAcart

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1m7i14MDfKV1OiLECsyHTPX5t2RJykdwd/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1jCKFRMbW3YNFx2bNJcqCR2zx1nPpDVJj/view?usp=sharing

